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Updated   03/30/21     

Questions   submitted   to     j acobycreeklt@gmail.com     will   be   posted   here   with   answers:      

Correction   to   the   RFP    :   The   tentative   time   schedule   in   the   document   runs   through   
March   31,   2023.   The   contract   with   the   State   Coastal   Conservancy   ends   February   28,   
2023.   All   work   should   be   completed   by   February   14,   2023.      

Q:   What   travel   rates   should   be   used   in   the   project   budget?      

A:   The   State   Coastal   Conservancy   compensates   travel   costs   at   California   State   Rates:   
https://www.calhr.ca.gov/employees/pages/travel-reimbursements.aspx      

Q:    Task   3.7   states   that   there   is   an   existing   hydraulic   model   that   was   used   for   previous    
City   and   JCLT   projects   and   that   the   proposal   is   to   gather   new   data   and   expand   upon    
this   existing   model.   Is   the   existing   model   in   HEC-RAS   or   is   it   in   another   software   
program?   Is   it   a   1-D   or   2-D   model?      

A:   See    South   Jacoby   Hydraulic   Project,   USFWS,   2018:    DatAnywhere   (fws.gov)    

Q:   Is   there   public   access   to   Jacoby   Creek   within   the   study   area?      

A:   The   study   area   can   be   accessed   from   Jacoby   Creek   Land   Trust’s   Kokte   Ranch   and    
Nature   Preserve,   2182   Old   Arcata   Road.   Public   access   is   available   during   daylight    
hours   from   the   Jacoby   Creek   trail   (signed   and   gated   close   to   the   entrance,   park   behind    
the   barn).   This   trail   provides   access   to   the   creek,   valley   views,   and   lower   off-channel    
pond   (cross   the   pasture   from   the   person   gate   to   the   gated   pond   area).   Please   respect   
livestock   and   close   all   gates   behind   you.      

Public   access   to   Jacoby   Creek   is   also   available   at   Redwood   Roots   Farm.   Park   at   the    
Humboldt   Unitarian   Universalist   Fellowship   and   walk   the   driveway   to   the   farm.   Jacoby    
Creek   Land   Trust   holds   an   easement   on   Redwood   Roots   Farm   and   Farmer   Janet    
Czarnecki   graciously   allows   public   access   to   the   trail   along   Jacoby   Creek   from   the   farm.      

Q:    The   RFP   states   that   "The   Trust   will   select   and   contract   with   one   consulting   firm...",   
does   this   mean   the   Trust   will   not   consider   proposals   that   would   include   partnerships    
with   multiple   firms?      

  



A:   Proposals   may   include   tasks   completed   by   multiple   firms   working   in   partnership,   
however,   the   proposal   must   be   submitted   by   a   single   consultant   who   will   serve   as   the   
point   of   contact.   If   selected,   the   trust   will   contract   with   that   consulting   firm.     
  

Q:    Is   it   a   conflict   of   interest   for   a   board   member   of   the   Jacoby   Creek   Land   Trust   to   be   
included   in   a   team   that   bids   on   the   proposal?   
  

A:    No.    If   a   JCLT   board   member   is   part   of   a   team   that   bids   on   the   proposal   they   will   
not   be   involved   in   the   RFP   development   or   consultant   selection   process.     The   
selection   committee   will   include   technical   experts   from   organizations   not   bidding.    If   a   
JCLT   board   member   is   part   of   a   team   that   submits   a   proposal,   the   proposal   should   
include   all   information   described   in   the   RFP.   
  

Q:    Is   it   acceptable   to   place   the   requested   schedule   of   billing   rates   in   an   appendix   to   a   
proposal   and   will   the   appendix   count   towards   the   20-page   limit?   
  

A:   The   billing   schedule   is   listed   as   a   proposal   requirement   that   should   be   included   in   
the   20   page   limit.    The   only   exceptions   to   the   page   limit   are   the   proposal   cover,   
introductory   letter,   and   organizational   chart   (if   included).   


